**Mycoplasma penetrans** sp. nov., from the Urogenital Tract of Patients with AIDS
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An unusual mycoplasma, which was isolated from the urine of a human immunodeficiency virus-positive male homosexual patient, has an elongated flask shape and two unique sharply divided internal compartments. The tiplike compartment is densely packed with fine granules, and the body compartment is loosely filled with coarse granules consistent with ribosomal structures. The organism has properties of adherence, hemadsorption, and cytopathology and invades many different types of mammalian cells. Adhesion and penetration apparently involve the terminally located tiplike structure. Cholesterol is required for growth, and the mycoplasma ferments glucose and hydrolyzes arginine, but does not hydrolyze urea. The results of DNA homology studies revealed that this organism is not genetically related to previously described mycoplasma species that have the same biochemical properties. The results of serologic studies demonstrated that this organism is antigenically distinct from all previously described mycoplasmas. We propose that this new mollicute species should be named **Mycoplasma penetrans** sp. nov. The type strain is strain GTU-54-6A1 (= ATCC 55252).

A total of 13 members of the class **Mollicutes** have been isolated from humans (5, 14, 35). The two most common isolation sites are respiratory and urogenital tracts (5, 35), although isolation from synovial fluids of patients with arthritis (23) and isolation from other anatomical sites have also been reported (15, 26, 28).

The most common mycoplasmas in human urogenital tracts are **Mycoplasma hominis** and **Ureaplasma urealyticum** (10, 35). **Mycoplasma fermentans**, **Mycoplasma genitalium**, **Mycoplasma streptophilum**, **Mycoplasma primatum**, **Mycoplasma salivarium**, and **Mycoplasma pneumoniae** are less common (5, 14, 35, 37). The frequency of isolation of urogenital mycoplasmas depends in part on the group of individuals studied. Sexual activity, as well as multiple sexual partners, increases the rate of isolation (25). The isolation rates for urogenital mycoplasmas are also different in heterosexual and homosexual males (16).

To date, there has been no systematic study of the urogenital mycoplasmas isolated from patients with AIDS. Our previous examination of urine samples from a small number of patients with AIDS in which we used the polymerase chain reaction and cultures for mycoplasma revealed a high level of **M. fermentans** infection which was not found in non-AIDS controls (8). In a more comprehensive study, we isolated a previously unknown mycoplasma from urine samples from six patients with AIDS (18). In this paper we describe this organism and its unusual characteristics; we also describe our examination of its distinct biological, serological, and genetic properties, which was carried out in order to establish whether this organism should be given taxonomic status as a new mycoplasma species.

---

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Isolation and cultivation.** SP-4 medium was prepared as described below. A 10-g portion of Tryptone (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.), 5.3 g of peptone (Difco), and 3.5 g of mycoplasma broth base (BBL Microbiology Systems, Cockeysville, Md.) were dissolved in 750 ml of deionized water. The solution was sterilized by autoclaving it at 121°C for 25 min and then cooled to room temperature. A 1-ml portion of 5 N NaOH was added to adjust the pH to 7.4, and the basal medium was supplemented with the following sterile components: 180 ml of fetal bovine serum (Sigma Chemical Co.) that had been previously heated at 56°C for 1 h, 50 ml of CMRL 1066 (10X; without glucose or arginine; GIBCO Laboratories, Grand Island, N.Y.), 35 ml of a 20% solution of fresh yeast extract (Fleischman’s lyophilized yeast; prepared in our laboratory), 10 ml of a 10% glucose (Sigma) solution, 10 ml of a 20% yeastolate (Difco) solution, 4 ml of a 0.5% phenol red (Sigma) solution, 5 ml of a solution containing 10^5 U of polymyxin B (Sigma) per ml, 10 ml of a 1% thallium acetate (Sigma) solution, and 1 ml of a solution containing 10^5 U of penicillin (Sigma) per ml. The final pH was 7.4 ± 0.1. SP-4 solid medium was prepared by adding 10 g of agarose (type VII; Sigma) to the basal medium prior to autoclaving. The sterile basal medium was cooled to 45°C, and the supplements (prewarmed to 45°C) were added. Portions (5 ml) of medium were poured into 60-mm petri dishes, and the petri dishes were kept at room temperature overnight (38).

Urine samples from patients were collected in sterile containers (the “clean-catch” method was not used) and were shipped on ice by overnight courier to our laboratory. A 50-ml portion of urine was centrifuged at 3,500 × g for 15 min at 4°C; 45 ml of the supernatant was discarded, and the sediment was resuspended. The resulting suspension was diluted in SP-4 broth in a 10-fold dilution series from 10^-1 to 10^-5 in two sets of polystyrene culture tubes (12 by 75 mm).

---

* Corresponding author.
One set of tubes was used for aerobic incubation at 37°C with the medium pH at 7.4, and the other set was used for anaerobic incubation in GasPak jars (BBL) at 37°C with the pH of the medium adjusted to 8.0 (the CO₂ generated in the GasPak system lowered the pH to approximately 7.4).

The broth cultures were examined daily for color changes. Preparations whose color changed were subcultured in SP-4 broth and on SP-4 solid medium. Pure cultures of different pH of the medium adjusted to 8.0 (the CO₂ generated in the GasPak system lowered the pH to approximately 7.4).

was grown aerobically in glass and plastic tissue culture flasks in SP-4 broth at 37°C. Cultures were examined daily by dark-field microscopy and by EM, using Dienes stain.

Adhesion to glass and plastic surfaces. Strain GTU-54-6A1T was grown aerobically in glass and plastic tissue culture flasks in SP-4 broth at 37°C. Cultures were examined daily by phase-contrast microscopy.

Morphology. We examined the morphology of organisms in broth cultures by dark-field microscopy and by EM, using both negative staining procedures and ultrathin sectioning of organism pellets (19). We examined the morphology of colonies on solid medium by phase-contrast microscopy and by light microscopy, using Dienes stain.

Biochemical and biological properties. Glucose fermentation, arginine hydrolysis, uracil hydrolysis, susceptibility to digitonin, phosphatase activity, tetratolizium chloride reduction, and film and spot formation were determined by using previously described procedures (2, 4, 11). Hemadsorption of guinea pig erythrocytes, rabbit erythrocytes, and human type O Rh-negative erythrocytes by colonies on SP-4 solid medium was tested as previously described (20). Cytadsorption of a human CD₂⁺ lymphocyte cell line (cell line CEM [ATCC CCL 119]) and cytadsorption of a human monocyte cell line (cell line U937 [ATCC CRL 1593]) by colonies on SP-4 solid medium were also tested (22).

Filtration studies. Aliquots of an SP-4 broth culture of strain GTU-54-6A1T were filtered through a series of membranes with average graded pore sizes of 800, 450, 300, 200, and 100 nm. An unfiltered aliquot of the culture was used as a control. The unfiltered aliquot and each filtered aliquot were titrated in 10-fold serial dilutions in SP-4 broth, and the resulting preparations were incubated at 37°C to determine the number of color-changing units (CCU) in each aliquot. The highest dilution that showed an acidic change after 2 weeks of incubation was considered to be the end point of the CCU titration.

Sterol requirement. The effect of cholesterol on strain GTU-54-6A1T growth was determined by first adapting the mycoplasma to grow in serum-free SP-4 broth supplemented with 1% bovine serum fraction (30). The mycoplasma was then inoculated into serum-free SP-4 broth supplemented with 1% albumin, 0.01% Tween 80, 10 μg of palmitic acid per ml, and varying amounts of cholesterol (0, 1, 5, 10, and 20 μg/ml of medium) (30). The growth of the mycoplasma under these conditions was compared with the growth of the mycoplasma in serum-free SP-4 medium supplemented with 1% bovine serum fraction. Growth was quantified by measuring the amounts of protein present in mycoplasma pellets after centrifugation of 10-day cultures.

Tissue culture studies. Attachment, invasion, and cytotoxic effects on tissue culture cells by strain GTU-54-6A1T in vitro were examined by using Vero monkey kidney cells, mouse NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, transformed human embryo kidney cells (cell line ATCC CRL 1572), cervical carcinoma cells (HeLa cells), normal human umbilical endothelial cells, cell line CEM (= ATCC CCL 119) human CD₂⁺ lymphocytes, and cell line U937 (= ATCC CRL 1593) human histiocytic cells. Approximately 10⁵ CFU of strain GTU-54-6A1T was inoculated into each 75-cm² flask culture of monolayer cells or suspension culture (cell lines CEM and U937). For attachment and invasion studies, the cultures were incubated at 37°C in an atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ for 24 to 48 h and then fixed for EM examination with 2% glutaraldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) overnight at 4°C. The cytotoxic effects of the organism on the cultured cells were observed after 1 week of incubation.

Serological tests. We prepared hyperimmune antisera to the mycoplasmas listed in Table 1. Some of these antisera were prepared as part of the National Institutes of Health mycoplasma reference reagent program (7). The methods which were used to prepare antisera to the remaining mycoplasmas have been described elsewhere (36). Hyperimmune rabbit antisera against strain GTU-54-6A1T was prepared similarly. Disk growth inhibition tests (6) were performed with suspensions of strain GTU-54-6A1T cells grown at 37°C in SP-4 broth medium. The suspensions were usually diluted 1:50 or 1:100 and then plated onto SP-4 solid medium. When the medium appeared to be dry, paper disks saturated with 0.25 ml of undiluted mycoplasma antisera were placed onto the surfaces, and the plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C in the GasPak system. The sizes of zones of colony inhibition around the disks were recorded after an incubation period of 14 days (6). The plate epi-immunofluorescence antibody test was performed by using a direct method (9) and mycoplasma colonies which had developed on SP-4 solid medium. The colonies were stained with appropriate dilutions (usually 1:10 to 1:60) of fluorescein-conjugated antisera to the mycoplasmas listed in Table 1.

DNA. The guanine-plus-cytosine (G+C) content of the DNA from strain GTU-54-6A1T was determined by measuring the temperature of melting point for hyperchomatic shift (24). For the melting point assays in this study, M. fermentans (G+C content, 27.6 mol%) and Bacillus circulans (G+C content, 35.8 mol%) were used as standards.

RESULTS

Morphology. Dark-field microscopy of SP-4 broth cultures revealed long filamentous chains of rod-shaped organisms. Branching of the filamentous chains was observed occasionally. Organisms grown in SP-4 broth were examined by EM after either ultrathin sectioning or direct negative staining with phosphotungstic acid. Most organisms were rodlike with flask-shaped features (Fig. 1). Only occasional branching structures were found. The cell wall-free organisms were bound by a single three-layer unit membrane. Nearly all of the organisms had two distinct compartments (Fig. 1A). One compartment at the flask-shaped narrowing smaller end of the cell contained densely packed fine granules. The other compartment in the flask-shaped broader body contained loosely packed coarse granules. Ultrathin sectioning of the organisms and transmission EM also revealed two distinct compartments (Fig. 1B). The densely packed smaller end and the more loosely packed body of each cell were readily distinguished. The coarse granules in the body compartment...
were consistent with bacterial ribosomal structures. Most cells were 0.2 to 0.4 μm wide and 0.8 to 2 μm long. Prolonged culture of strain GTU-54-6A1T in antibiotic-free SP-4 broth did not induce cell wall formation. Cultural properties. In primary isolation cultures, an acidic color change was observed after 7 to 10 days in both aerobic and anaerobic GasPak cultures. The color changed 1 to 2 days earlier in anaerobic GasPak cultures than in aerobic cultures. A slight turbidity occurred in the supernatant, and a noticeable pellet formed in the bottom of each culture tube. Upon transfer to SP-4 solid medium, colony formation was slow; it sometimes took as long as 14 days for growth to become evident. Colonies first appeared as refractile dots, plasma colonies. The more typical fried-egg appearance of solid medium, with the central embedded (yolk) area tending to be less evident. Colonies lacked the dense center (yolk) of typical mycoplasma colonies. The more typical fried-egg appearance of colonies occurred only after several passages on SP-4 solid medium, with the central embedded (yolk) area tending to remain small (Fig. 2A). Dienes stain revealed a dense center with a thinner peripheral region (Fig. 2B). During subsequent passages the time required for growth in SP-4 broth and on SP-4 solid medium decreased.

**Filtration studies.** Broth cultures of strain GTU-54-6A1T with a titer of 10^9 CCU/ml were filtered through membrane...
filters having average pore diameters of 800, 450, 300, 200, and 100 nm. Serial 10-fold dilutions of each filtrate were made in SP-4 broth, and the resulting preparations were incubated for 2 weeks at 37°C. The highest dilution that showed an acidic color change was considered to be the end point of the CCU titration. The filtrates contained $10^9$, $10^8$, $10^7$, $10^6$, and 0 CCU/ml, respectively. The organisms apparently passed through the 200-nm-pore-size filter without significant retention.

Sterol requirement. The growth response of strain GTU-
54-6A1<sup>T</sup> to cholesterol is shown in Table 2. No growth was observed in serum-free basal medium or in medium containing minimal concentrations of supplemental cholesterol. Growth became evident when higher concentrations of cholesterol were added, or when serum-free basal medium was supplemented with 1% bovine serum fraction.

**Biochemical and biological properties.** The biochemical and biological properties of strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> are as follows: positive for formation of fried-egg colonies, glucose fermentation and oxidation, arginine hydrolysis, cholesterol requirement, susceptibility to digitonin, phosphatase activity (aerobic and anaerobic), tetrazolium chloride reduction (aerobic and anaerobic), adhesion to glass or plastic surfaces, hemadsorption, and cytadsorption; negative for urea hydrolysis, film and spot formation, and beta-hemolysis; weak alpha-hemolysis; and G+C content, 30.5 mol%. Some of the unusual biological properties of this mycoplasma have been reported previously (18). Of particular interest is the ability of this organism to both ferment glucose and hydrolyze arginine, as well as its strong adhesion, hemadsorption, and cytadsorption properties.

**Serological tests.** Using an immunoblot assay, Lo et al. showed that strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> is antigenically different from any previously described human *Mycoplasma* species (18). In this study, growth inhibition of strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> on SP-4 solid medium and the results of epi-immunofluorescence tests with antisera or conjugates (Table 1) indicated that strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> is serologically different from any previously described *Mycoplasma* species, including *Mycoplasma pirum*, *Mycoplasma alvi*, *Mycoplasma sualvi*, *Mycoplasma moatsii*, *Mycoplasma iowae*, and *M. fermentans*, the mycoplasma species previously shown to ferment glucose and hydrolyze arginine (29). However, a number of antisera to other *Mycoplasma* species did show low levels of growth-inhibiting activity (zone sizes, 1 to 4 mm) against strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup>. In most instances, this possible antigenic relationship could not be confirmed in epi-immunofluorescence tests with agar colonies of strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup>. In reciprocal assays in which we used *Mycoplasma* species whose antisera had shown some growth inhibition activity against strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup>, hyperimmune rabbit antiserum against strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> failed to inhibit the growth of any of these mycoplasma species.

**DNA.** The G+C content of purified DNA of strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> was 30.5 mol%, as measured by the melting point for hyperchromic shift. In a previous study, 32P-labeled genomic DNA or molecularly cloned DNA from strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> was used as a probe to hybridize with DNAs from other human and animal mycoplasmas that are known to utilize both glucose and arginine. In these tests, strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> was shown to be genetically distinct from all of these mycoplasmas (18).

**Tissue culture studies.** EM examination of ultrathin sections of strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup>-infected cultures of Vero monkey kidney cells, mouse NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, transformed human embryo kidney cells (cell line ATCC CRL 1572), cervical carcinoma cells (HeLa cells), normal human umbilical endothelial cells, cell line CEM human CD<sub>4</sub>-lymphocytes, and cell line U937 human monocyteic cells revealed prominent cell attachment and invasion. Attachment to cell surfaces apparently led to invasion of some strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> cells into the cytoplasm (Fig. 3A). The invading organisms were oriented on the target cells with their densely packed tiplike structures. Insertion of a tiplike spearhead structure into a cell produced a deep invagination of the cell membrane (Fig. 3B). The entire organism could completely penetrate into the cytoplasm. Most of the resulting intracellular mycoplasmas were in membrane-bound vesicles in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3C). While many cells that were heavily infected with strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> still appeared to be intact, cell disruption and necrosis followed.

---

**TABLE 2. Growth response of strain GTU-54-6A1<sup>T</sup> to cholesterol**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplementation(s) added to serum-free basal medium</th>
<th>Cholesterol concn (µg/ml) added to medium</th>
<th>Amt of protein (mg/100 ml)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bovine serum fraction (1%)</td>
<td>0 (control)</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>IG&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (1%), Tween 80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>IG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.01%), and palmitic acid (10 µg/ml)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table: The amount of protein from a centrifuged cell pellet obtained from a 100-ml aliquot of a broth culture after incubation at 37°C for 10 days.

<sup>a</sup>IG, insufficient growth.
extensive invasion (details will be reported separately). In general, monolayer cultures were more susceptible to infection than suspension cultures.

**DISCUSSION**

We have described previously the results of a preliminary study of the morphological, biochemical, biological, and serological characteristics of the new mycoplasma strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T}, which was originally isolated from the urine of a human immunodeficiency virus-positive male homosexual patient (18). In this paper we present additional information which shows that strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} is a taxonomically distinct mycoplasma. Subsequently, the same mycoplasma was successfully isolated from urine samples from five additional human immunodeficiency virus-positive patients with AIDS (18). These isolates are morphologically, serologically, and genetically indistinguishable from strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T}. Details of a comparison of these strains will be presented elsewhere.

The most distinctive morphological feature of strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} is the apparent division of this organism into fine-granule and coarse-granule compartments. The fine granules are densely packed in the tip-like structure, and the coarse granules, which are consistent with ribosomal structures, fill the body compartment. This unique characteristic of compartmentation has not been reported previously in mycoplasmas, with the possible exception of *M. iowae* (27). Strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} is superficially morphologically similar to *M. pneumoniae, M. genitalium, Mycoplasma gallisepticum, M. alvi,* and *M. sualvi* by virtue of its flask shape and tip-like structure (1, 3, 12, 13, 37). Adhesion on the surfaces of mammalian cells and invasion of the cytoplasm by strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} apparently involve the specialized tip-like structure.

Strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} is unusual biochemically in that it both ferments glucose and hydrolyzes arginine. This combination of biochemical properties is found in only a few previously described species (*M. alvi, M. sualvi, M. iowae, M. moatsii, M. pirum,* and *M. fermentans*) (29). In a previous study, DNA homology analyses revealed that there is no close genetic relationship between strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} and these species (18).

The biological properties of strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} that are of particular interest are the ability to adhere to glass and plastic surfaces, the ability to hemadsorb strongly, and the ability to cytadsorb strongly. These characteristics are known to be associated with in vivo pathogenicity of *M. pneumoniae* and *M. gallisepticum* (21, 31, 33, 34, 39, 40). Intracellular invasion is an even more unusual property that has been documented only recently in one other species of mycoplasma, *M. fermentans*. *M. fermentans* is associated with pathological lesions in tissues of patients with AIDS and non-AIDS patients with an acute fulminant illness (17).

The isolation of strains identical to strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} from several patients with AIDS, combined with the above-mentioned characteristics associated with in vivo virulence in mycoplasmas, raises the possibility that this organism may be of clinical importance. Until additional studies are performed, we can only speculate as to what role this organism may play in AIDS or other pathological conditions in humans. We are currently performing studies to resolve this question.

We believe that the evidence which we present above demonstrates that strain GTU-54-6A1\textsuperscript{T} is a new species and propose that this species should be named *Mycoplasma penetrans* (pen'e. trans. L.adj. penetrans, penetrating, a penetrant, referring to the unusual ability of this mycoplasma to penetrate into mammalian cells). The taxonomic description below summarizes the properties of this new species.

**Description of Mycoplasma penetrans sp. nov.** The cells are flask shaped and are divided into two compartments, one with a fine-granule appearance and the other with a coarse-granule appearance. The elongated cells grow in broth cultures as chains; branching is rarely observed. The cells lack true cell walls and do not produce a cell wall when they are cultured in the absence of penicillin. On solid medium typical mycoplasma colonies are formed. Growth in broth and growth on solid media occur under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. In broth cultures there is a noticeable turbidity, and a pellet is formed in the bottom of each culture tube. The cells adhere to glass and plastic surfaces. Strong hemadsorption and cytadsorption are observed with colonies on solid medium.

Glucose is fermented, and arginine is hydrolyzed. Urea is not hydrolyzed. Cholesterol is required for growth.

Serologically unrelated to previously described species and strains of mycoplasmas.

Genetically unrelated (as determined by DNA hybridization) to mycoplasmas that have been shown previously to both ferment glucose and hydrolyze arginine. The G+C content of the DNA is 30.5 mol\%, as measured by the melting point for hyperchromatic shift.

The type strain is strain GTU-54-6A1; this strain has been deposited in the American Type Culture Collection as strain ATCC 55252.
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